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Structure of this presentation

• National evaluation of New Zealand’s ECE 
Participation Programme – the study

• Findings: Experiences of “transient” priority 
children in transitioning to school

• What needs to be prioritised? 
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Focus on findings from Stage 4 of an evaluation of the evaluation that found out about the views and experiences of priority families directly and how these were met or not. In this stage, we examined the early learning experiences of 18 children in early childhood education and as they transitioned to school. We will highlight the experiences of some of the children and families involved, particularly in relation to challenges arising from their transient lives. We will illustrate some of the situations that arose and the ways in which they challenge expectations of ECE participation and of transition to school processes. ��



The study
• Evaluation of New Zealand 

programme of ECE participation 
initiatives

• ‘Priority’ children - Māori and 
Pasifika children and children 
from low socio-economic 
communities who are not 
participating in ECE 

• Engaging Priority Families (EPF)  –
a coordinator works as a ‘broker’ 
between families and ECE and 
supports learning at home and 
transition to school
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Programme aims to increase ECE participation in communities with high numbers of children having no prior ECE participation before schoolEngaging Priority Families :projects provide intensive support for the families of three and four year-old children not currently participating in ECE to become involved in ECE. Coordinator is the intermediary between ECE and family also supporting learning at home and transition to school.In our study EPF coordinators “brokered knowledge” ie translated it from one world to another. The brokering involved ongoing negotiation and discussion, translating the knowledge held by EPF coordinators to parents often in the first place to help resolve issues around housing, health, budgeting, relationships with govt agencies, and to help take part in ECE, support home learning and school transition.Made info understandable. Made linkages. 



Theoretical frame and research 
questions

An ecological theoretical frame 
• What did the children’s participation in ECE 

look like?
• What learning foundations did the children 

develop during the time they participated in 
ECE and EPF?

• How did the children experience transition to 
school?
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It used an ecological theoretical frame to analyse the continuities and discontinuities between home, ECE setting and school. Three big research questions – this presentation look at transition to school in relation to contextual factors, and actions of EPF coordinators, ECE and school teachers, and families – major players in child’s life.



Methodology

• Study took place over six months
• Observations of 18 case study children at ECE centre
• Analysis of assessment documentation of the 18 

children against strands of Te Whāriki (ECE curriculum)
• Interviews with parents, EPF coordinators, ECE head 

teacher/supervisor, new entrant teacher
• Mapping of transition against NZC (school curriculum) 

key competencies
• Informed consent
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Mixed methods – Study over a six month time span to examine the experiences of 18 EPF children in ECE and their transition to school, and how ECE and EPF had contributed to strengthening children’s learning foundations and supporting the transition. Perspectives about the child’s participation, learning and development were gathered from interviews with each child’s family, EPF coordinator, ECE head teacher/supervisor and primary school new entrant teacher. Observations in the child’s early childhood setting gathered data about short learning episodes. Assessment documentation were analysed in relation to the strands of Te Whāriki. The observations and d ata were also used in interviews with the new entrant teachers as examples of what we saw happening in ECE, to ask whether these were happening in school. The child’s transition to school experiences was mapped against the Key Competencies in the New Zealand Curriculum (NZC). The study examined family experiences of participating in EPF, ECE and the early months of school, and how these contributed to involvement with the child’s learning at ECE and school, and at home.The research was approved by the University of Waikato's Research Ethics Committee. Particular attention was paid to informed consent and social and cultural considerations.Example mapping:Do items in portfolio show or comment onnBelonging – child engaged and focused; persevering when fifficult; comments linking to wider community;Wellbeing – determine own actions, make own choices, keep self healthy;Exploration – developing working theories and tentative knowledge; enthusiasm exploring world in al sesesCommunication – nonverbal and verbal, emerging language becoming more complex,; creative and expressiveContribution - 



ECE and School curriculum alignment
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The diagram here is from the New Zealand Curriculum and shows the how the competencies in each of the sectors: ECE, primary and tertiary, align. These key competencies will combine together as ‘constellations’ (p. 104) stressing the interrelated nature of competencies and combinations that vary with the context or situation in which they are applied.Eg Managing self –adjust to routines, readyRel;ating to others – co-operative



A range of transition experiences 
(n=18)

• Four children very positive experience – in 
way they settled and classroom work

• Six children settled well and had challenges in 
classroom work 

• Three children did not settle quickly, 
challenging behaviour and challenges in 
classroom work

• Four children left to another city, one stayed 
in ECE
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Variable preparation for transition to 
school (n=13)

• Pre-visits to local schools (9)
• Health and Before School checks organised by 

ECE (8) and Plunket (2)
• ECE assessment information passed on to 

school (5)
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What supported positive transition
• Strong learning 

foundations in ECE setting 
across strands of Te 
Whāriki

• New entrant teachers 
noticed, recognised and 
responded to children’s 
strengths

• Cultural bridges to 
support transition

• Continuity of support 
from ECE, EPF 
coordinator, parent
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Learning foundations - Doc assessment; parent teacher comments; obs2 – some doing well but not noticed3 compatibility home culture and school eg Tongan



A positive transition: Roimata
• Strong foundations on indicators 

of belonging, wellbeing, 
contribution and communication

• Mum helped at Roimata’s
playgroup 

• New entrant teacher had taught 
sibling and knew family, but no 
school visit

• Love of books encouraged at 
home and by EPF coordinator 
who provided resources

• Family expectations around 
academic progress and behaviour 

A key factor: familiarity with using 
language and text

Roimata loves to read even though 
she doesn’t know how to read. She 
spends her time and she looks at 
books . . . She tells her story about 
the pictures. (Mum)

Academically I can tell she has been 
in the preschool because of the 
language. Although English is not her 
first language, she was talking very 
well, very clearly and she could do it 
confidently. (New entrant teacher)
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Tongan – spoke no English at age 3 when came to NZ – playgroupMum helped at playgroup; entrolled Roimata in school – school office said it’s okay just arrive. Able to make own choices confident in dertmining own actions – I’mm the boss of myself when dressed self. Caring, responsibility - contribution



Factors contributing to challenging 
transitions 

• Family transience
• Changes in school
• Poor quality ECE
• Undiagnosed health issues
• Competencies not recognised by new entrant 

teacher



A challenging transition: An 
undiagnosed health issue: 

ECE supervisor
• “Not ready with words and 

numbers” and “has poor 
listening skills” and “lacks 
focus”

• Did not know whether 
Before School Check had 
been done

School nurse and new entrant 
teacher
• Diagnosed by school nurse as 

having hearing and vision 
problems

• New entrant teacher observed 
“He can be right near me, like 
within a metre and I say his 
name and he doesn’t even 
turn his head”. “One of our 
challenging behaviour 
children, you know like with 
hitting kinds of things”. 



A challenging transition: Caleb
• Remained in ECE a month 

after turning 5
• Enrolled by EPF coordinator 

and mum
• School visits with ECE teacher
• But placed in new classroom, 

new teacher who had no 
information

• Caleb’s attendance disrupted 
by a month’s absence

• Pre-testing at school – did not 
recognise competencies 
developed at ECE

He had almost toddler-like 
tantrums, where as soon as he’s 
been directed or being guided he 
gets upset with that; he wants to 
do what he wants to do when he 
wants to do it and if he can’t he 
will lie [down] and cry … those 
first few days he would scream 
and tell me he couldn’t do 
something. 
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Similarly, Caleb remained in ECE for a few months after turning five on the encouragement of the supervisor so that he could have more time developing necessary social skills and some comprehension of the basics of counting, alphabet, and writing. His ECE supervisor said:I had to try and talk to Mum about [that] he could benefit from just a little bit longer. As it’s turned out, it’s gone for a whole term which I think will really help Caleb when he gets to school. I think there’ll still be some issues around boundaries and things for Caleb when he gets there. But I think he needs to learn the rules of the school now rather than what’s here.His ECE supervisor also commented:I think he’s quite well prepared now. I think he will do okay in a classroom setting. I think he’s got the social skills now. They might let him down occasionally, but I think overall he’ll be good. I hope he doesn’t go into a huge big class because he will just get lost and gobbled up…. I think he’ll do well. He’s got the early literacy and numeracy skills and he’s got the hunger to learn now as well. Which I think is really important and he’s really interested in learning new things and trying out new things and that will steer him in good stead when he moves into the classroom which will be all new for him. Caleb and his family were supported in the initial transition process to school by the EPF coordinator who took Caleb and his family to the school to enrol them, and the ECE teachers who took Caleb on his school visits; which were said to go well: “He’s slotted in with what the class are doing, communicated with the other children, he’s just been perfect. And he’s walked there, and walked back as well with the teacher. He hasn’t gone with his parents, we’ve supported that”.However, Caleb faced several challenges when he actually started school. Due to roll growth the school had established a new classroom so he was not placed in the class with the teacher he had met previously. When he did start school, the teacher commented that she was new to the school and had no information on the children in her class. Then his school start was disrupted when due to family issues the mother took the children and suddenly left for [city], without notifying the school, after three weeks. The new entrant teacher said:We had three weeks with him, before he’s gone off and now it’s going into his third week of being absent. ... the only thing about it is we got a teacher aide; I was able to get some help and it was going to be directed to him. The ECE teacher had worried that such inconsistency would create issues for Caleb. Hopefully he has consistent attendance at school. I think that will be important, especially in the beginning. Hopefully they don’t have to go away for a week at a time so they have a whole week off when he’s starting cos he’ll be forming those new friendships and things and learning the rules of the setting.Those competencies that Caleb had developed at ECE were not recognised on pre-testing at school. The new entrant teacher said: “I did a pre-test on him and he didn’t know a lot of difference between his letters and number, and even didn’t recognise the letters of his own name.” The new entrant teacher did however, recognise and value that he loved music and was able to speak te reo. It could be that the testing situation was strange to Caleb and did not enable him to show what he could do. It would seem that for Caleb the changes he faced also impacted on his behaviour, overwhelming the progress he had made in ECE. His teacher described his behaviour when faced with direction from her:He had almost toddler-like tantrums, where as soon as he’s been directed or being guided he gets upset with that; he wants to do what he wants to do when he wants to do it and if he can’t he will lie [down] and cry; and we’ve got the crying less and less … those first few days he would scream and tell me he couldn’t do something. Caleb did eventually return to the school, to the same classroom after nearly a month away. During this time, the EPF coordinator continued to drop by their home to see if they had returned; and was able to resume contact with mum who required support around the family issues. 



Complex transitions 

• 4 children moved cities or did not stay at the 
school they initially transitioned to or were 
prepared to transition to

• Families’ living situations unpredictable
• Beneficial learning foundations in ECE
• Difficult collaborations 
• Not much room for shared understandings
• Disrupted any transitioning relationships that 

were happening.
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Not only is transition a process, but it can be unpredictable.Ecological model reminds us of the influences of far wider issues than those directly occurring in the ECE setting or the family….collaborations and shared understanding critically influence the ways that children experience transitions. These children are examples of that.Families’ living situations complicated the unpredictable transitions for these children.  They showed that even when there were beneficial learning foundations in ECE, complex living situations made for difficult collaborations and not much room for shared understandings between new entrant teachers and parents/families.Dominant theme: families’ transience – developing collaborations and shared understandings through conversations and asking questions, talking to NE teachers, become difficult, interrupted when families move away. We also noted however that the children could still have positive transitions to another – unknown – school, if they had already made contact with a school setting (even if it was not the one they would end up attending), or if they had been positively oriented towards going to school …through such considerations as examined under wellbeing, contribution or communication.



Family unpredictability and transience

Children who left the study:
• Anahera’s mother is a student – moved cities
• Aiden’s family moved to another city
• Blake moved to another country
• Mark had health issues and couldn’t go to 

school

Children’s transitions may become secondary to 
family realities…
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Most of these parents didn’t know which school their child would attend, due to family changes such as where they would be living or where the parents would be working.  Anahera’s mother is a student, and the family’s living situation depended on her place of study.  She shifted between cities in the time immediately before her transition to school.  Anahera in particular had strong learning foundations and was considered “confident enough to handle new entrants” (her ECE teacher)Aiden’s ECE teachers knew the school where the family intended to enrol him, joining a number of cousins,  - so, as they said, ‘he’ll be fine’ – however Aiden moved to another city with one of his parents within days of his school entry.  Aiden cried when he was taken to his first school – for a week, but the teachers thought he fitted in well…Blake moved to another countryMark had health issues that interrupted his transition to school.  In the 3 days that he attended school before his illness, he was put on a list for a teacher aide to support him with writing.Importantly: family unpredictability and transience did not necessarily impact negatively on children’s perceived readiness for a positive transition to school, but they did play a part in children not going to the intended school – that they’d been prepared for….



Conclusion

• High quality ECE 
• Sharing of assessment information and 

pedagogical approaches between ECE and 
new entrant teachers 

• Connecting with funds of knowledge the child 
brings

• Major players in children’s lives working 
together with shared aims around transition

• Transition is a process
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…High quality ECE Sharing of assessment information and pedagogical approaches between ECE and new entrant teachers Connecting with funds of knowledge the child bringsMajor players in children’s lives working together with shared aims around transitionAnd finally, and perhaps most importantly, transition is, as Sally Peters has said in her work, not an event, but a process, that is depenent on many factors, that differ for individual children, families and situations….
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